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Abstract

This study aims at determining whether
collocational features automatically ex-
tracted from EFL (English as a foreign lan-
guage) texts are useful for quality scor-
ing, and allow the improvement of a com-
petitive baseline based on, amongst other
factors, bigram frequencies. The colloca-
tional features were gathered by assign-
ing to each bigram in an EFL text eight
association scores computed on the basis
of a native reference corpus. The dis-
tribution of the association scores were
then summarized by a few global statis-
tical features and by a discretizing proce-
dure. An experiment conducted on a pub-
licly available dataset confirmed the effec-
tiveness of these features and the benefit
brought by using several discretized asso-
ciation scores.

1 Introduction

The importance of preformed units in language
use is well established (Pawley and Syder, 1983;
Schmitt, 2004; Sinclair, 1991). If some of these
sequences belong to the traditional phraseologi-
cal approach, signalled by their syntactic fixed-
ness and semantic non-compositionality, the vast
majority of them are conventional word combi-
nations that display statistical idiomaticity (Bald-
win and Kim, 2010; Smiskova et al., 2012). This
phraseological dimension of language has impor-
tant implications for learning a foreign language,
as shown by many studies in applied linguistics. It
not only distinguishes native speakers from non-
native ones, but the number of phraseological units
in a learner text is related to the overall level of
proficiency in the learned language (e.g., Forsberg,
2010; Levitzky-Aviad and Laufer, 2013; Santos et

al., 2012; Verspoor et al., 2012). In these studies, a
limited number of expressions were analysed in a
small number of texts, giving a very detailed, but
also very punctual, view of the phenomenon. In
addition, the phraseological nature of a lexical se-
quence was determined manually using dictionar-
ies or by asking native speakers, making the anal-
ysis of numerous texts difficult.

These limitations were overcome by Durrant
and Schmitt (2009), who proposed1 assigning to
the bigrams present in an EFL text two associa-
tion scores (ASs), computed on the basis of a large
native reference corpus: (pointwise) Mutual Infor-
mation (MI), which favours bigrams made up of
low-frequency words, and the t-score, which high-
lights those composed of high-frequency words.
They observed that, compared to native speak-
ers, EFL learners tend to underuse collocations
with high MI scores while overusing those with
high t-scores. More recently, Bestgen and Granger
(2014, 2015) and Granger and Bestgen (2014)
showed that these ASs distinguish advanced learn-
ers from intermediate learners, and that the av-
erage MI score and the proportion of bigrams in
the text that are absent from the reference corpus
were good predictors of text quality, but that the
average t-score was much less successful. These
studies have a major drawback: the effectiveness
of phraseological indices was not compared to that
of other features known to be effective predictors.
It is therefore impossible to determine whether the
phraseological indices are really effective and if
they can improve the prediction when combined
with other indices. This limitation is probably
partly due to the fact that these analyses were not
conducted in the field of automatic scoring, but in
applied linguistics.

In automatic scoring, phraseological expres-
1See Bernardini (2007) for an earlier use of this approach

in translation studies.
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sions have long been used almost exclusively for
detecting errors, a task for which they have been
very useful (e.g., Chodorow and Leacock, 2000;
Futagi et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010). It is note-
worthy that a feature tracking the correct use of
collocations was considered for inclusion in e-
Rater, but its usefulness for predicting text quality
seems rather limited (Higgins et al., 2015). Very
recently, however, Somasundaran and Chodorow
(2014) and Somasundaran et al. (2015) demon-
strated the benefit brought by collocation mea-
sures, amongst other linguistic features, for auto-
matically scoring spoken picture-based narration
tasks. Like Durrant and Schmitt (2009), they used
a large corpus to obtain the MI scores of every
bigram and trigram in the responses and derived
a series of collocational features: the maximum,
minimum and the median MI, and the propor-
tion of bigrams’ and trigrams’ MI scores falling
into eight bins, such as [-inf,-20], ]-20,-10], ]-10,-
1] or ]20, +inf]. They found that these features
were very effective for scoring the responses, even
when compared to a competitive baseline system
that uses state-of-the-art speech-based features.

Even if these results were extremely promis-
ing, they leave a number of questions unanswered.
First, they were obtained by studying short oral re-
sponses. Can they be generalized to longer written
texts, a situation that allows the learner to spend
much more time on its production? Then one can
wonder whether the use of MI is sufficient, or if
additional benefits can be obtained by taking into
account other associational measures for colloca-
tions. In this context, extracting richer features
than the mean scores, as done by Somasundaran
and Chodorow (2014), seems particularly promis-
ing, because Granger and Bestgen (2014) found
that the best learner texts contain more middle-
level t-score bigrams and fewer low and high-level
t-score bigrams. This observation may be related
to the fact that the low t-score bigrams are of-
ten erroneous combinations of words, while high
scores indicate extremely common bigrams in the
language, which are easy to learn. It is therefore
far from obvious that there is a simple linear or
monotonic relationship between the distribution of
the association scores (ASs) in a text and its qual-
ity. Finally, it would be interesting to determine
whether using ASs extracted from a corpus of na-
tive texts enables a better prediction than that ob-
tained by using the simple frequency of the uni-

grams and bigrams (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011).
This study attempts to answer these questions

by extracting from the bigrams in EFL texts richer
features from several association measures as de-
scribed in Section 2, and by comparing the effec-
tiveness of these collocational features to that of
lexical features (Section 3). The conclusion pro-
poses several paths for further research.

2 Extracting Collocation Features

Somasundaran and Chodorow (2014) used only
one AS, while Durrant and Schmitt (2009) used
two, but there are many other ASs (Pecina, 2010).
Evert (2009) recommends a heuristic approach by
testing a series of ASs to keep the one that is
most appropriate for the task at hand, while Pecina
recommends using several ASs simultaneously.
These recommendations were followed here by
comparing the performance of eight ASs and by
combining them (i.e., using simultaneously all of
them in the feature set). In addition to MI and t-
score (Church et al., 1991), the six following ASs
were evaluated:

1. MI3 (Daille, 1994), a heuristic modification
of MI, proposed to reduce its tendency to as-
sign inflated scores to rare words that occur
together,

2. z (Berry-Rogghe, 1973), the signed square-
root of the cell contribution to the Pearson
Chi-square for a 2x2 contingency table,

3. simple-ll (Evert, 2009), the signed cell con-
tribution to the log-likelihood Chi-square test
recommended by Dunning (1993),

4. Fisher’s exact test (Pedersen et al., 1996),
which corresponds to the probability of ob-
serving, under the null hypothesis of inde-
pendence, at least as many collocations as the
number actually observed,

5. Mutual rank ratio (mrr, Dean, 2005), a non-
parametric measure that has been successful
in detecting collocation errors in EFL texts
(Futagi et al., 2008),

6. logDice (Rychly, 2008), a logarithmic trans-
formation of the Dice coefficient used in the
Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014).

In order to extract more information from the
distribution of the ASs in each text than the mean
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or the median, Durrant and Schmitt (2009) and So-
masundaran et al. (2015) used a standard proce-
dure in descriptive statistics and automatic infor-
mation processing known as discretization, bin-
ning or quantization (Garcia et al., 2013). It di-
vides a continuous variable into bins and counts
the proportion of scores that fall into each bin.
In their analyses, the boundaries of the bins were
manually and arbitrarily defined. This approach
can be used for any AS, but it makes the com-
parison of the effectiveness of them difficult be-
cause a weaker performance may come from a less
effective AS or from poorly chosen bin bound-
aries. To reduce the potential impact of the choice
of boundaries, a very simple and completely au-
tomatic discretization procedure was used: the
Equal Frequency Discretizer, which divides the
sorted values into k intervals so that each interval
contains approximately the same number of val-
ues (Dougherty et al., 1995). It is unsupervised
and depends on only one parameter (i.e., the num-
ber of bins). In the present study, it was applied
separately for each AS, to every bigram present in
the learners’ texts and consists of two steps:

1. Partitioning the distribution of scores in bins
containing the same number of bigrams,

2. Computing for each text the proportion of bi-
grams whose AS falls into each bin, using as
a denominator the total number of bigrams in
the text.

3 Experiment

To assess the benefits of relying on collocational
features to predict an EFL text’s quality, an exper-
iment was conducted. This section describes the
corpus used, as well as the procedures for extract-
ing the collocational and baseline features and for
scoring the texts.

3.1 Experiment Setup

Dataset: The analyses were conducted on the First
Certificate in English (FCE) ESOL examination
scripts described in Yannakoudakis et al. (2011,
2012). Extracted from the Cambridge Learner
Corpus, this dataset consists of 1238 texts of be-
tween 200 and 400 words, to which an overall
mark has been assigned. As in Yannakoudakis et
al. (2011), the 1141 texts from the year 2000 were
used for training, while the 97 texts from the year
2001 were used for testing.

Collocational Features: The global statistical
features in Somasundaran et al. (2015) and Best-
gen and Granger (2014) were used: the mean, the
median, the maximum and the minimum of the
ASs, and the proportion of bigrams that are present
in the learner text but absent from the reference
corpus. Because the best number of bins for dis-
cretizing the distributions was not known, the fol-
lowing ones were compared: 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20,
25, 33, 50, 75 and 100. To get all these features,
each learner text was tokenized and POS-tagged
by means of CLAWS72 and all bigrams were ex-
tracted. Punctuation marks and any sequence of
characters that did not correspond to a word inter-
rupt the bigram extraction. Each bigram was then
looked up in the 100 million word British National
Corpus (BNC3) and, if found, assigned its ASs.
The collocational features were then computed on
the basis of all the different bigrams present in
each text (types) to give more weight to their di-
versity (Durrant and Schmitt, 2009).

Lexical Features: As a benchmark for com-
parison, the lexical features that were showed to
be good predictors of the quality of the texts in
this dataset (Yannakoudakis et al., 2011) were cho-
sen. They consist of the frequency of the word
unigrams and bigrams. This baseline is particu-
larly relevant because it includes the lexical bi-
grams that are the basis of the collocational fea-
tures. These features were extracted as described
in Yannakoudakis et al. (2011); the only differ-
ence is that they used the RASP tagger and not the
CLAWS tagger.

Supervised Learning Approach and Evalu-
ation: As in Yannakoudakis et al. (2011), the
automated scoring task was treated as a rank-
preference learning problem by means of the
SVM-Rank package (Joachims, 2006), which is
a much faster version of the SVM-Light package
used by Yannakoudakis et al. (2011). The proce-
dure was identical to that described in their study.
Since the quality ratings are distributed on a zero
to 40 scale, I chose Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient, also used by Yannakoudakis et al. (2011),
as the measure of performance.

4 Results

Initial analyses focused on the interest of discretiz-
ing the ASs by assessing the benefits obtained

2http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/
3http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/corpus/
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Nbin MI t MI3 z simple-ll fisher mrr logDice All
0 0.57 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.62 0.49 0.47 0.51
3 0.59 0.58 0.53 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.53 0.50 0.59
5 0.61 0.64 0.54 0.61 0.63 0.65 0.57 0.51 0.64
8 0.61 0.63 0.54 0.61 0.61 0.63 0.58 0.50 0.63

10 0.61 0.63 0.53 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.57 0.51 0.64
15 0.61 0.64 0.55 0.63 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.50 0.64
20 0.61 0.64 0.56 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.58 0.49 0.65
25 0.60 0.64 0.56 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.58 0.48 0.64
33 0.61 0.64 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.50 0.65
50 0.61 0.65 0.57 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.59 0.49 0.65
75 0.62 0.63 0.56 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.51 0.65

100 0.62 0.63 0.54 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.59 0.50 0.65
Mean 0.61 0.63 0.55 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.57 0.50 0.64

Table 1: Correlations for the collocational features. Note: The global statistical features are always used. The
highest value on each line, ignoring the All column, is in bold type. The highest value in each column is italicized. The mean
row values were computed for the different numbers of bins, disregarding the 0-bin row.

when these features were added to the global sta-
tistical features. Collocational features were then
compared to the lexical features and added to them
to determine the maximum level of performance
that could be achieved.

4.1 Collocational Features
When no discretization procedure was used (the 0
row), Fisher was far more effective than the other
ASs, followed by MI. Adding the discretized fea-
tures led to far better performances (except for
logDice), as shown by the Mean row. For a small
number of bins, Fisher remained the best, but
for an intermediate number, the best were t and
simple-ll, and for a large number, z became com-
petitive. Still, the differences between the best
ASs were quite small. From eight bins and be-
yond, using all the ASs gave the best result, but
the gain was relatively small. Regarding the num-
ber of bins, at least five seems necessary, but using
many more did not harm performance. It is note-
worthy that all the correlations reported in table 1
are much larger that the correlation of a baseline
system based purely on length (r = 0.27).

To determine if the automatic procedure for dis-
cretizing the ASs is at least as effective as the
bin boundaries manually set by Somasundaran et
al. (2015), I used them instead of the automatic
bins for the model with eight bins based on MI.
The correlation obtained was 0.60, a value slightly
lower than that reported in Table 1 (0.61).

4.2 Collocational and Baseline Features
The lexical features used alone allowed a 0.68 cor-
relation4. These features are thus more effective

4This value is higher by 0.05 than that reported by Yan-
nakoudakis et al. (2011). As I used exactly the same

than the best combinations of collocational fea-
tures reported in Table 1, but, as shown in Table
2, adding the collocational features to the lexical
ones produces far better performances. Steiner’s t-
test (Howell, 2008, p. 269-271) for comparing two
non-independent correlations showed that colloca-
tional features significantly improve the prediction
when compared to the baseline (all ps <0.005). If
MI is always one of the best performing ASs, the
differences between the ASs are quite low. For all
numbers of bins, using all the ASs allows the best
performance.

To get an idea of how well the collocational
and lexical features perform, the correlations in
Table 2 can be compared to the average correla-
tion between the Examiners’ scores reported by
Yannakoudakis et al. (2011), which give an up-
per bound of 0.80 while the All models with more
than three bins obtain a correlation of at least 0.75.
Adding collocational features to lexical ones thus
reduces by 58% the difference between the lexical
features alone and the upper bound. However, the
most difficult part of the work is still to be done.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Following on from Durrant and Schmitt (2009),
Somasundaran and Chodorow (2014) and Best-
gen and Granger (2014), this study confirms the
benefits conferred by collocational features for the
automated scoring of EFL texts. It also shows
that these features improve a competitive baseline,
based among other factors on the bigram frequen-

procedure, the difference probably comes from the SVM-
Rank/SVM-Light parameters. The SVM-Rank default set-
tings were used except for the squared slacks for the L-norm
(i.e., -p 2) because it provided a high performance without
having to optimize other parameters such as C.
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Nbin MI t MI3 z simple-ll fisher mrr logDice All
0 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.72
3 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.74
5 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.76
8 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.75

10 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.75
15 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.75
20 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.76
25 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.75
33 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.75
50 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.76
75 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.75

100 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.71 0.75
Mean 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.75

Table 2: Correlations for the collocational and lexical features. See the notes below Table 1.

cies in the texts. As proposed by Somasundaran
and Chodorow (2014), binning the AS distribu-
tions improves the efficiency and, as proposed by
Durrant and Schmitt (2009), considering several
ASs also gives extra efficiency. Compared to Best-
gen and Granger (2014), the binning allows t to be
as effective as the MI. This result suggests that it
might be interesting to analyse more thoroughly
the complex relationship between the AS distribu-
tions in a text and its quality.

It must be kept in mind that these observations
result from the analysis of a single dataset and
replications are more than desirable. It is also
necessary to determine whether the collocational
features can improve not only the baseline used
here, but also a predictive model that includes
many other features known for their effectiveness.
Further developments are worth mentioning. Un-
like Somasundaran et al. (2015), I only used bi-
grams’ collocational features. Whether adding tri-
grams would further improve the performance is
an open question. Trying to answer it requires a
thorough study of the association measures for n-
grams longer than two words since they have re-
ceived much less attention (Bestgen, 2014; Gries,
2010). It might also be interesting to evaluate
other techniques to discretize the AS distributions,
since this study rests on one of the simplest tech-
niques. Further studies are also needed to better
understand the impact of the combination of ASs.
On the one hand, it is likely that some ASs are par-
tially redundant and that keeping only one might
be enough. On the other hand, it would be interest-
ing to determine whether, rather than combining
the AS bin proportions independently, it would be
better to create the bins on the simultaneous basis
of two or more ASs, such as one bin for the bi-
grams with high MI scores and medium t-scores.
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